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Unlike personal websites, corporate websites are getting designed by professional web designing
firms for specific purpose of branding and promoting a company with respective products and
services. Becoming an important part of communications and marketing, corporate web design has
been getting used successfully for the promotion of products or services in specific online field.

There are a range of elements of design which designers keep in mind to come up with quality and
results-oriented websites. But, three most useful and essential components are effective branding,
clear content and easy-to-navigate layout.

Through this article, weâ€™ll come to know more about these components in detail.

Clear content

Features like Flash animation and slick graphics can hold the attention of visitors but the factor that
can increase the chance of turning visitor into buyer is the clear content. Clear and accessible
content is one of the most essential features of website. Corporate web design services that focus
on aesthetics of the site and not on the clarity of companyâ€™s information is useless and ineffective.
The texts on the site should be concise, clear and free of corporate jargon and clichÃ©s like impactful,
synergistic and much more.

The aim of designers should be making the site easy to understand by the audience and offer them
clear description of the company. And sections of the site should be divided into several parts
including Home Page, About Us part, Products, Services, Mission Statement and Contact Us page.

Branding

Another major component is branding and it involves corporate colours, companyâ€™s logo and
application of corporate fonts. The motive of using these is to make sure the visitors can associate
them with the companyâ€™s objectives clearly.

Flash intro and streaming video and audio, etc are used by professional corporation but the
company that wants to brand as a friendly company go for feature photos including smiling faces
and images that reflect employees helping clients. Thus, combination of right graphics, copy and
colours are used for right branding under web design Vancouver services.

Easy-to-navigate layout

Websites that take huge time to load, script errors, broken links and is difficult to navigate has less
chances of traffic. As a whole, it reflects bad image of the corporation. A good companyâ€™s layout
should show clearly-labelled menus, sidebars and buttons to help visitors navigate the website
easily.

Thus, from the overall discussions it can be said that it is important to consider these elements of
web design Vancouver services for visitorâ€™s overall site experience.
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